DDP ID = 6071

Notes: Add crossing
DDP ID = 6471

Notes: Access corridor
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DDP ID = 6871
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Notes:
Replace crossing

DDP ID = 7271
DDP ID = 7272

Notes:
Needs crossing
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Notes: Replace crossing

DDP ID = 7671
DDP ID = 7672

Notes:
Repair gully
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Buffer Inspection 2018

Buffer_Type

- Documenting Other situations
- No Buffer Left side looking downstream
- No Buffer Right side looking downstream
- No Buffer both sides
- Legal Drain

2018 BUFFER INSPECTION MAP

DARRIN/BELLE STINGLE RV LV TR
Parcel Number: 010075800
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Buffer Inspection 2018

Buffer Type
- Documenting Other situations
- No Buffer Left side looking downstream
- No Buffer Right side looking downstream
- No Buffer both sides
- Legal Drain

2018 BUFFER INSPECTION MAP
DARRIN/BELLE STINGLE RV LV TR
Parcel Number: 010075900
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DDP ID = 5671

Notes:
Provide gate
2018 ANNUAL INSPECTION MAP
DISTRICT: Duck Creek Southeast

Notes:
No buffer both sides

DDP ID = 8072
DDP ID = 8073
NOTE:
Requires maintenance dredging

DDP ID = 8471
Notes:
Remove trees through lateral

DDP ID = 8472
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DISTRICT: Duck Creek Southwest

Notes:

DDP ID = 5271
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Notes:

DDP ID = 5274
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DISTRICT: Duck Creek Southwest

Notes:
Provide gate

DDP ID = 5672